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ABSTRACT

This thesis studies the Liaozhai Zhiyi, a seventeenth century collection of strange 

tales written by Pu Songling, the self-titled Historian of the Strange.  The collection was 

written with the perspective of the thousand-year tradition of strange writing, and 

specifically contains two classical genres: fictionalized tales of the marvelous and 

historical accounts of anomalies.  While the collection highlights the strange tradition's 

ambiguous place between history and fiction, in many of his tales, Pu Songling explores 

and plays with its conventional themes, motifs, and storylines.  As exemplified in “A 

Chivalrous Woman,” Pu's innovative writing is particularly noteworthy for how the 

female characters of his tales complicate the often one-dimensional image of women in 

traditional literature, and underscores problematic constructions of gender in the tradition 

of the strange.

Professor Jing Zhang
Division of Humanities
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Introduction

Written in the beginning of the Qing Dynasty (1644-1912), Pu Songling's 蒲松龄 

(1640-1715) collection of around five hundred strange tales, the Liaozhai Zhiyi 聊斋志异,

 is recognized as the pinnacle of the classical short-story tradition of strange writings.  In 

his tales, Pu plays with the established themes, motifs, and archetypes of the strange 

literary tradition while exploring fresh writing techniques and aesthetics.  Pu connects the 

Liaozhai to both strange writings and history writings by referring to himself as the 

“Historian of the Strange” (Yishihi 异史氏), thus placing himself in the historical 

tradition of Sima Qian 司马迁 (ca. 145-85BCE), a historian of the Han dynasty 

(206BCE-222CE).  Even though Sima Qian held the court title of Grand Historian, the 

Shiji 史记 (Records of the Grand Historian), a collection of historical accounts spanning 

from the beginnings of China's history to his own time, was compiled privately, and is 

most known for Sima Qian's high level of personal involvement.  Pu's appropriation of 

the title Historian is not unfounded: the Liaozhai carries on the legacy of the personal in 

Pu's authorial comments and in the way the collection was compiled.  Many of the 

collection's stories were solicited from neighbors and friends, and the collection 

circulated among his friends and other scholars during Pu's lifetime (Nienhauser 563). 

Pu Songling's self-title and the title of the entire collection indicate the Liaozhai's 

association with both historical and strange writing traditions—a combination that 

challenges the established literary discourse surrounding the tradition of the strange and 

its relationship to historiography.
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The title of the collection, Liaozhai Zhiyi, sets up a contradictory context for Pu's 

tales.  Liao 聊 means to (idly) chat, while zhai 斋 refers to a study; so, liaozhai 

translates to “the Studio of Idle Conversation.”  Liaozhai calls up the classic image of a 

gathering of scholarly gentlemen chatting idly, perhaps sharing stories. Though there is 

evidence that Pu Songling was close friends with other intellectuals, the salon-esque 

gatherings invoked by the title were probably a rare occurrence in the life of our author. 

Though a man of great learning, Pu Songling did not get past the first level Examinations 

until he was quite old—he lived most of his life as a “failed scholar,” teaching younger 

students in order to make a living.1  Because of his learning, Pu belonged in part to the 

intellectual elite, but because he worked as a teacher, he was also a commoner.  Though 

perhaps disappointing for Pu, his life experience gave him a unique perspective and 

inspired a great capacity for empathy that shines through in his work.

The zhiyi of the title indicates the collection's subject matter, the strange, as well 

as its connection to history-writing.  Zhi 志 means both “to record” and “a record,” or 

“an account,” and is associated with the tradition of the strange since the appearance of 

zhiguai 志怪, historical accounts of strange events that came on the scene in the Six 

Dynasties period (220-489).  Often translated as “strange,” yi 异 is perhaps the most 

interesting word in the title because it has a wide range of meanings, from the wholly 

bizarre to the slightly odd.  This makes it difficult to translate into just one English word, 

an ambiguity that is essential to the concept of yi and to the meaning of the collection.

A useful way to understand the Chinese concept of the strange is to consider the 

1 Chang and Chang's Redefining History features a close look at Pu Songling's personal life, though they 
tend to make far too many sweeping statements on little to no evidence: read with caution!
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different words for “strange” in relation to their complementary opposites, an approach 

put forth by Zeitlin in Historian of the Strange.  The “polar opposite” of yi is tong 同, 

which means “to be the same,” “similar,” and “alike,” while yi means “difference,” 

“separate,” and “other.”  Basically, yi means “strange” in the broadest sense: difference.2 

In view of the varied subject matter and narrative styles of the tales in Pu Songling's 

collection, the term yi is actually quite fitting because it includes everything in the 

spectrum of what is considered strange: from the slightly unusual to the entirely 

supernatural.  

So, the title of this collection of classical tales can be translated as “Strange 

Accounts from the Studio of Idle Conversation,” a title conveying the paradoxical nature 

of the collection, where the claim of gentlemanly leisure is contradicted by the 

undeniable ties to historiography and the long tradition of the strange.  For the sake of 

brevity, the collection will be referred to simply as Liaozhai, a shortened version of the 

Chinese title.3

The Critical Perspective of the Historian

As stated above, Pu's self-styled title, Historian of the Strange, connects him to 

Sima Qian and to the Shiji, the text that essentially established the way to write history 

for centuries afterward (DeWoskin “Birth” 25).  Most of the Shiji's biographies are 

followed by Sima Qian's comments, introduced by the phrase “taishigong yue” 太史公曰 

2 The other words for strange are more specific. Guai 怪,  means “anomaly” and stands opposite from 
chang 常 the word for “normal,” and qi 奇 the word meaning “marvelous,” opposite of “regular” or 
“straight:” zheng 正. Cf Zeitlin, p6.

3 Other translations include “Strange Stories from Leisure Studio,” “Tales of the World of the Unusual 
from the Studio of Deliberation and Musing,” and the one I find most appropriate,“Strange Tales from 
Make-Do Studio.”  Translations belong to YW Ma, Chang & Chang, and Victor Mair, respectively.
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“the Grand Historian remarks.”  In the Liaozhai Pu grammatically parallels the Shiji, 

writing: “yishishi yue” 异史氏曰  “the Historian of the Strange remarks.”  It is clear that 

this formal echo is purposeful, not the mere following of convention.4  The way he 

introduces his comments, and the content of the comments themselves, recalls the work 

of Sima Qian, and lends an air of respect for Pu Songling's similar personal investment in 

the collection.5

Sima Qian's comments in the Shiji are most famous for how they reveal his 

complex and painful relationship with his masterwork.6  His own reputation marred by 

one event, Sima Qian is able to sympathize with some of the widely scorned men whom 

he included in his collection.  In a letter to an acquaintance, Ren An, Sima Qian reveals 

his anxious hope for eventual recognition—the wish for a true reader, or “the one who 

truly understands.”7  This is a classic theme in traditional literature, one that Pu Songling 

shares with Sima Qian; his Preface and a number of his commentaries indicate anxiety 

over his literary reputation, and frustration with his situation in life as an “unsuccessful 

scholar.”  In the same way that Sima Qian's traumatic experience contributed to his 

ability to empathize with men such as assassins, failed generals, and traitors, whose 

stories would not be considered worth recording by traditional standards, Pu Songling's 

status as a failed scholar equipped him with a unique perspective; in other words, “he 

stood among the people and pondered their fate.”8  In the tradition of Sima Qian, Pu 

4 See Chang & Chang, Redefining History.
5 Cf Zeitlin, pp1-2.
6 While the Shiji was still incomplete, Sima Qian offended  Emperor Wu in his defense of a failed 

general, Li Ling, and was sentenced to castration.  Most were expected to choose death when faced with 
castration—Sima Qian, however, chose continue living in order to finish the Shiji.

7 For an English translation of Sima Qian's “Letter to Ren An,” see Owen's Anthology, pp136-142.
8 Wang & Liu's introduction to Mair's Strange Tales from Make-Do Studio.
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Songling's comments are at times highly critical of the behavior of government officials, 

though where Sima Qian is concerned with the morality of the officials' decisions, Pu 

emphasizes the consequences of these decisions on the poor.

Take for example the Liaozhai Zhiyi tale, “The Cricket” (“Cuzhi” 促织), which 

begins in the Palace where the Emperor and his court enjoy collecting fighting crickets. 

As the story shifts from the Imperial chambers to a village marketplace, it becomes clear 

that this Imperial hobby has resulted in the levying of a Cricket Tax on the peasantry. 

After a young boy accidentally kills his family's cricket, he tries to drown himself in the 

family well.  His devastated parents find him unconscious, but breathing.  What follows 

next is the happy ending only a strange tale can provide: the spirit of the boy reappears in 

the form of a small but invincible fighting cricket and eventually makes it all the way to 

the Emperor.  After a year, his son's soul returns to his body, and upon waking up he tells 

his parents of his life as the cricket.  When knowledge of this miracle gets out, the family 

is greatly rewarded by the provincial governor with enough land to equal an aristocratic 

family.

In his authorial comment following the tale, Pu draws the reader away from 

celebrating this supernatural intervention, and focuses on the suffering of common people 

that results from a seemingly harmless hobby.  He writes, “The Emperor may use 

something once on a whim...but for the people who carry out his wishes it becomes a 

fixed article of tribute...Thus every time the Emperor takes a step the lives of the people 

are affected.  There is no room for carelessness” (Pu, Mair 164).  He further emphasizes 

that the happy ending to “The Cricket” is an anomaly, reminding the reader of the 
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hundreds of other families who cannot rely on supernatural intervention to save them 

from greedy local officials.  In quite a few of Pu's tales, the strange acts as a moral mirror, 

reflecting what is problematic in real life by stressing the fictionality of the alternative 

realities.  Without his sobering comment, a reader might remain focused on the 

marvelous event, but Pu uses the impossibility of such a miracle to draw attention 

towards the very real plight of peasants.

In the tradition of Sima Qian, Pu demonstrates a social consciousness worthy of a 

historian, though not all of his tales are as critical as “The Cricket.”  Because his 

collection is in the tradition of the strange, many of Pu Songling's tales are creative 

flights of fancy, highly intricate fictionalizations and explorations of literary aesthetics.

A Self-Identified Tradition of the Strange

In the same way that Pu's authorial comments connect him directly to the 

historiographical tradition of Sima Qian, the tales in the Liaozhai are written in two 

specific narrative forms connecting his collection to the classical tradition of the strange. 

The briefer tales are written in the zhiguai tradition; meaning “describing anomalies,” 

zhiguai refers to “collections of brief prose entries, primarily but not exclusively narrative 

in nature, that discuss out-of-the-ordinary people and events” (Nienhauser 280).  The 

zhiguai were originally historical writings when they appeared in the Six Dynasties 

period, though they were expelled to the realm of xiaoshuo 小说 (literally, “small talks” 

often translated as “fiction”) by the Tang dynasty (Kao 21).  The collection's longer, more 

elaborate tales are chuanqi 传奇 (“tales of the marvelous”), “a form of classical-language 

fiction which arose during the Tang dynasty.  The [chuanqi] tales are short pieces of 
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approximately 350-3500 characters, disciplined in both form and style.  Their subject 

matter reflects a fundamental interest in human character: when something...[happens to a 

character,] how does he react?”(Nienhauser 356)  Pu's collection includes tales of humans 

and supernatural beings, men and women, scholars and businessmen: he mixes the 

zhiguai and chuanqi genres, including tales that are historical, fictional, and in between.

The Traditional Chinese Conception of the Strange

Now for a better understanding of what “strange” means in traditional Chinese 

thought.  Most western scholars use Tzvetan Todorov's structuralist investigation of 

genre, The Fantastic, as a starting place to explain the Chinese concept of the strange.  

Basically, Todorov establishes that the fantastic occurs when the reader hesitates between 

explanations of an event; they cannot choose between supernatural or natural causes, 

because neither answer is a satisfactory explanation.  Karl Kao points out that Todorov's 

fantastic cannot be transposed upon Chinese literature because the strangeness of a text is 

determined by its content (2).  While Zeitlin agrees with Kao that the Western concept of 

the Fantastic does not apply to the Chinese strange, she finds his definition does not go 

far enough in explaining why.  She asserts that the bigger differences arise from the fact 

that texts from both traditions are working within different sets of cultural assumptions 

(7).  The most important difference is that in Chinese tales, the reader does not need to 

choose between natural and supernatural explanations because these explanations are not 

mutually exclusive.  In fact, both explanations are simultaneously possible: the need to 

choose one explanation—what Todorov's theory rests on—is nonexistent.  

One similarity between the tales in the western fantastic and the Chinese strange 
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is the way the tales are presented as truthful.  A key factor in the feeling of strangeness is 

this verisimilitude: for example, many tales are attributed to word of mouth, or feature 

historical figures and events.  This ambiguity permeates the Liaozhai Zhiyi, where Pu 

Songling plays along the border between history and fiction both on the level of 

individual tales, and the level of the collection as a whole.  This is why Zeitlin defines the 

strange as that which occupies that fuzzy area between real and unreal, natural and 

supernatural, history and fiction: the strange is always ambiguous, always indefinable.

A Closer Look at a Liaozhai Tale

Here, I use a specific tale to demonstrate how the strange functions in Pu 

Songling's zhiguai tales.  “Spitting Water” (Minford 15) takes place one night in the 

women's quarters of a “dilapidated” house in the capital.  A lady and her two maids see 

an old woman in their courtyard, dancing back and forth while continuously spitting 

water.  When she spits directly on them, the three women fall unconscious and are found 

the next morning to great alarm.  One of the women is revived and explains what they 

saw, and a few of the household servants are ordered to dig where the old woman was 

seen.  They find the body, eerily free of decomposition, in a shallow grave.  The head of 

the household, the lady's son, orders them to strike the corpse and water bursts out, 

leaving only a skeleton.

  The presentation of this tale supports Zeitlin's definition of the strange as that 

which “results when things are paradoxically confirmed and denied” (8).  As a zhiguai,  

the tale pushes at the boundary separating the 'real' from the 'imaginary' because it is 

written as the 'truthful' account of an event.  The lady's son, Song Wan, was a real 
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historical figure who occupied a position in the capital after the fall of the Ming—a time 

when there were many reports of haunted houses (Minford 502).  To Pu's readers, this tale 

is relatively believable because it tells of a real person's specific experience with one of 

the many ghosts from the turbulent dynastic change.  When compared to his other tales, 

particularly the elaborate chuanqi, this tale lies within the realm of possibility, a mix of 

history and fiction that epitomizes the strange.

In “Spitting Water” whether or not the women really saw the dancing old woman 

is not up for debate, which is the most notable difference between Chinese and Western 

stories such as Henry James' The Turn of the Screw, the text Todorov uses to demonstrate 

the fantastic.9  If The Turn of the Screw was a Chinese tale, the presence of the ghosts in it 

could be “explained” as having both natural and supernatural causes:  while the result of 

a troubled psyche, the reader could still believe the ghosts were really there.  In other 

words, the natural and supernatural explanations are not mutually exclusive.  In fact, the 

strange arises precisely when both explanations are at play.

“Spitting Water” draws upon many common themes and motifs found throughout 

the strange: the tale takes place in a rented home in the capital city, a setting that is 

intrinsically unstable: a temporary space in an ever-shifting location.  The strange event 

occurs at midnight, another convention found throughout strange literature—though this 

is not unique to Chinese culture: the most terrifying tales happen, or are at least told, at 

night.  It is also important that the tale revolves around women, who exist paradoxically 

in both the center of the home and the margins of society.10

9 In Turn of the Screw, the question of whether the Governess saw or imagined the ghosts is the story's 
central ambiguity; the reader's hesitation to choose between either explanation is what gives rise to the 
fantastic.

10 See Chapter Two for a more detailed discussion of women's position in society.
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Understanding Gender in Terms of Yin and Yang

Just as Pu Songling's collection straddles the borders between history and fiction, 

the strange also occupies the space between natural and supernatural, reality and dream, 

male and female.11  The traditional Chinese idea of gender is embedded in the concept of 

Yin and Yang.  For most people, what comes to mind is the image of a yin-yang, the 

circular graphic made up of equal white and black parts swirling into each other.  Each 

contains a dot of the other color, signifying how the two sides are not completely 

separate.  I find that Shi Xiang-yun, a character from the Story of the Stone, a beloved 

novel by Cao Xueqin (ca. 1720-1764) explains it best:

“...strictly speaking Yin and Yang are not two things but one and the same 

thing.  By the time the Yang has become exhausted, it is Yin; and by the time 

the Yin has become exhausted, it is Yang.  It isn't a case of one of them 

coming to an end and then the other one growing out of nothing.”12

Essentially, everything is made up of varying degrees of Yin and Yang.  The sun, fire, the 

day, the public life and men are mostly Yang, while the moon, water, the night, the private 

home and women are made of Yin; though seemingly exclusive, these yins and yangs are 

present in one another, and together compose everything in the world.13 

In “Spitting Water,” the appearance of the ghost woman, an element of yin, may 

indicate  something is not right with their family, or with Song himself who, as a man and 

11 The Liaozhai Zhiyi's unique treatment of gender is discussed at length in Chapter Two.
12 Cao, p122. Story of the Stone, like the Liaozhai, was written in the Qing and features many complex 

female characters.
13 These divisions and dichotomies are by no means found only in Chinese thought—many cultures share 

the same propensity to categorize life along the same principles.  What is unique about the Chinese 
concept of these dichotomies is that they “swirl” into one another: they are not exclusive.
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a government official, belongs to the element of yang.  He does, after all, work for the 

newly established Qing government, when many other elite survivors of the dynastic 

transition refused to do so out of loyalty to the Ming.  In light of this, perhaps the ghost 

spitting water onto Song's mother hints at the questionable nature of his character.  From 

an alternative point of view, his quick response to his mother's trouble and the destruction 

of the corpse are a sign that Song is an upright individual.  Because this tale is a zhiguai, 

it is more likely that Pu Songling name-drops to create an air of “truthfulness,” as 

opposed to a pure attack on this man's character.14  The turmoil of the dynastic change, an 

event taking place in the space of yang, is expressed by yin elements in the form of the 

ghost woman.  In Chinese literature, supernatural disturbances almost always accompany 

dynastic transitions and times of turbulence.  As an example, the pre-Han Zuo 

Commentary features records of anomalous events, such as snakes fighting before the 

gates of the city, which were later explained as an expression of the people's discontent.15 

What I have shown above is that the complementary dichotomy of yin and yang 

plays an important part in the conception of gender in the tradition of the strange and is 

an interpretive framework essential to the reading of tales such as “Spitting Water.”  What 

follows is my analysis of selected tales from the Liaozhai Zhiyi, where Pu Songling takes 

this play with gender to a new level of complexity.  In Chapter One, I hope to provide the 

reader with an understanding of the Liaozhai and its relationship to the strange tradition, 

which can be thought of as the “norm” that Pu Songling was writing within and, at times, 

14 Supporting this reading is the fact that Song's mother died when he was an infant, which one of Pu's 
commentators, Wang Shizhen, points out (Minford 502).

15 Minford and Lau Anthology, p173.
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against.  The chapter explores the historiographical roots of the zhiguai, the cultural 

changes that spurred the advent of the chuanqi, and how Pu Songling's collection 

interacts with the conventions of the tradition.

One of Pu Songling's chuanqi tales, “A Chivalrous Woman” is the main subject of 

my analysis in Chapter Two.  Read on its own, the strange mood of “A Chivalrous 

Woman” is apparent; read within the context of the Liaozhai Zhiyi, within the tradition of 

the strange, and within Chinese literature in general, its strangeness goes beyond just the 

atmosphere within the text.  Pu Songling's use of literary convention both within and 

without the tradition of the strange, and his play with gender norms, demonstrates his 

ability to create an original and entirely strange tale.
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Chapter One

The Tradition of the Strange According to the Liaozhai Zhiyi

This chapter investigates the history of the Liaozhai Zhiyi's literary tradition; one 

of constant exchange between history and fiction, transmission and authorship, Confucian 

dominance and heterodox perspectives such as Buddhism and Taoism.  Written in highly 

rhetorical language, Pu Songling's 1679 preface, “Liaozhai's Own Record” (“Liaozhai  

zizhi”  聊斋自志), is packed with allusions, references, and direct quotes from over thirty 

different texts from both the traditional and alternative canons (Chang & Chang 162).  In 

order to trace the roots of the Liaozhai, we begin with an exploration of the writers, poets, 

and philosophers Pu himself identifies as his literary legacy.

The Preface is essentially Pu Songling's guide to the literary predecessors of his 

strange tale collection.  Fittingly, he begins with two “alternative” or “strange” poets, Qu 

Yuan 屈原 (ca. 340-278BCE) and Li He 李贺 (791-817), nods to Gan Bao 干宝 (fl. 315 

CE) (discussed below) and Su Shi 苏轼 (1037-1101), who were both writers of strange 

stories.  Pu also references the Shiji and the Zhuangzi 庄子, a playful Taoist philosophical 

text from the Warring States Period (ca. 475-221BCE).  The Preface ends with, “Are the 

only ones who know me 'in the green wood and on the dark frontier'?” (Zhi wozhe, qizai  

qinglin heicai jianhu? 知我者，其在青林黑塞间乎?) a line that imitates Confucius 孔

子(551-479BCE): “Is the only one who knows me Heaven?”  The same grammatical 

structure is used in Mencius 孟子, where Confucius asks if the only ones who understand 

him will do so through his text, The Spring and Autumn Annals.16  Pu Songling has 

16 Mencius refers to both a 4th Century BCE Confucian philosopher and his text.
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replaced “Heaven” with “the green wood and the dark frontier,” an allusion to Du Fu's 杜

甫 (712-770) poem “Dreaming About Li Bai,” where Du Fu depicts himself as the true 

reader of his late friend, the poet Li Bai 李白 (706-762).  This line hits upon a classic 

theme in Chinese culture—the longing for the one who truly knows your heart, and the 

despair that this will only happen after death.17  It connects him with men like Sima Qian, 

who expresses this same mix of anguish and hope in his “Letter to Ren An” (see 

Introduction).  However, as Zeitlin rightly points out, the reference to “Dreaming of Li 

Bai” changes the nature of the reader-writer relationship suggested by this longing (51). 

Instead of hoping for a future reader, Pu Songling identifies his true readers are those 

who are already dead—the spirits who live in the “green woods” and “dark frontiers:” an 

appropriately supernatural twist on the theme of the one who knows your heart.

As it happens, one later reader, Ji Yun 纪昀 (1724-1805), was not a fan of the 

Liaozhai Zhiyi.  The Chief Editor of the Siku Quanshu 四库全书(Complete Library of  

Four Branches of Books), a vast compilation of texts commissioned by the Qianlong 

Emperor, Ji Yun was a stickler for generic divisions.18  He did not approve of Pu 

Songling's free mixing of zhiguai, chuanqi, and his own xiaoshuo elaborations.  Ji 

particularly took issue with Pu's detailed depictions of conversations between characters: 

“It seems unreasonable to expect these words to have come direct from the mouths of the 

characters themselves.  If these were words that the author has said on their behalf, how 

17 See the Han-era Taoist tale, “A Good Listener” in Minford and Lau's Classical Chinese Literature, 
p226.

18 The Indiana Companion describes the Siku Quanshu as “an imperial attempt to weed out undesirable 
reading materials and to pacify the intellectuals by consuming energies which might otherwise have 
been applied for political ends. [While many 'offensive' texts were destroyed,]...on the whole, it 
has...preserv[ed] a large number of works which otherwise would probably not have survived...” p248.
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could he have heard them in the first place?” (Chan 165)  Ji Yun, who compiled his own 

collection of strictly observational zhiguai accounts titled Random Jottings at the Cottage 

of Close Scrutiny  (Yuewei caotang biji 阅微草堂笔记), is working within the Confucian 

concept of an author as someone who transmits and does not create, and consequently he 

disapproves of Pu's obvious artistic invention.

What troubled Ji the most, according to Leo Tak-hung Chan, was “the very 

verisimilitude of Pu's narrations, in which incidents whose factual basis was ambiguous 

or debatable were presented as real...” (Chan 166).  Ji Yun's discomfort arises from the 

way the Liaozhai Zhiyi reveals that the border between history and fiction is not as clear-

cut as mainstream scholars insist.  By mixing the “historical” zhiguai genre with the 

“fictionalized” chuanqi genre, Pu Songling asserts that the two genres belong to one 

tradition, thus challenging orthodox divisions between the two.  Since the Liaozhai 

stories are written solely in these two styles, and both chuanqi and zhiguai are exemplary 

styles of the strange, approaching the Liaozhai through an understanding of this 

generically and stylistically substantial part of its literary legacy enables an informed 

comparative historical analysis of his stories.  

The Six Dynasties Zhiguai: An Alternative Historical Tradition

A palpable tension between transmission and creation plays a large role in the 

appearance and treatment of strange writings, which is largely due to the fact that 

traditional Chinese society and literature was dominated by Confucian thought since the 

Han Dynasty, when it was officially established as the state ideology.  Historical, or true, 

writings were favored at the expense of creative writing, such as records of strange 
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events, because orthodox interpretation of Confucius' The Analects (Lunyu 论语) dictated 

that literature was to be transmitted, not made, and that virtuous men should not concern 

themselves with the supernatural.19  Consequently, many compilers of zhiguai accounts 

defend their collections by citing their methodology of collecting in order to legitimize 

their work; even the more official histories were not immune to Confucian scrutiny.  After 

the fall of the Han, followed by the Six Dynasties Period, Confucianism's hold on society 

faded and notions of historiography broadened.  This allowed enough room for  zhiguai 

(accounts of anomalies) to flourish in collections such as the famous Soushenji 搜神记 

(In Search of the Supernatural).20  

In his Preface to the Liaozhai, Pu Songling indicates that he aims to emulate 

Soushenji compiler Gan Bao, who was Court Historian during the reign of Emperor Yuan 

(317-323 CE) of the Eastern Jin Dynasty (317-420 CE).  In his own preface, Gan Bao 

addresses concerns over the historical legitimacy of his collection:

“Coming now to what these records contain, it is enough to make clear that 

the spirit world is not a lie.  On this subject, the countless words and the 

hundred differing schools are too much even to scan.  And what one perceives 

with one's own eyes and ears is too much to write down.  So I have lumped 

together records that are just adequate to express the main points of the 'eight 

categories,' provide some trivial accounts, that is all.” (Gan xxvii)

19 Confucius, p86. VII: 1 “述而不作...” shu erbu zuo “I transmit but do not innovate...”. Also, p88. VII: 21 
“子不语怪力乱神” zi buyu guai, li, wu, shen. “The Master did not speak of prodigies, force, 
disorder, or gods.”  Please note:  it is this same preference for transmission that is the basis for Ji Yun's 
vexation with the Liaozhai Zhiyi.

20 Translated into English by Kenneth DeWoskin. In Search of the Supernatural: the Written Record.  
1997.
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Despite the broader conception of historiography during the Six Dynasties period, the 

duties of the historian were still closely tied to Confucian values of transmission. 

Therefore, Gan Bao depicts himself as a “good” historian compelled to record these 

strange events by overwhelming evidence.  However, the Soushenji features one 

particular point of departure from orthodox histories (such as the Shiji): like other zhiguai 

collections, it lacks authorial comments.21  It is possible Gan refrained from adding his 

own comments in order to maintain a level of distance from his person and position as 

Court Historian of the Jin.  In other words, the absence of his authorial presence indicates 

Gan's awareness and apprehension over the marginal nature of his “historical” accounts.22 

Comparing the Soushenji and the Liaozhai Zhiyi

As the earliest thorough collection of alternative historical accounts, Gan Bao's 

Soushenji is considered to be the “definitive” text of the zhiguai genre (Gan xxv).  The 

collection's accounts feature archetypal story lines, motifs, and themes that appear again 

and again throughout the strange tradition; a few of its stories are even repeated with little 

variation in Pu's Liaozhai, written nearly fourteen centuries later.

One story in the Liaozhai Zhiyi, “Planting Pears” (“Zhongli”  种梨), is an 

elaborate version of a Soushenji account of the magician Xu Guang.23  Instead of 

featuring a specific person, Pu's story tells of a nameless Taoist.  In the Soushenji story, 

Xu Gang begs for a fruit, and the stingy vendor reluctantly gives him a piece of pulp.  In 

21 Another notable difference between the Shiji and the zhiguai is that the Shiji, though privately compiled, 
is still concerned with Court affairs, while “alternative” histories include accounts of common people.

22 Though he presents his collection as the work of an historian, centuries later Gan was seen as the Father 
of Chinese Fiction.  Even his official biography (written 300 years after his death) tells of a supernatural 
event in his own family, which allegedly prompted him to write the Soushenji. Gan Bao never indicated 
that such an event had taken place. (Gan xxv)

23 “Hsü Kuang and the Smell of Blood” DeWoskin's translation, In Search of the Supernatural, Ch1,24: 
p11-12. “Planting Pears” is found on pg15 in the Mair translation of Liaozhai.
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Pu's tale, the seller refuses to give the Taoist anything at all, instead shouting insults at 

him; a crowd forms to watch the scene, bearing witness to the battle of mercantilism and 

religion.  The Taoist, now the focus of the crowd, points out the miserliness of the pear 

seller: “There are several hundred pears in your cart.  I ask for no more than one of them, 

which surely could not put you out too much.  Why get angry?”  A shop-boy, annoyed by 

the argument, buys a pear to give to the Taoist, who then offers it to the crowd.  As in the 

Soushenji, the Taoist plants the fruit, and a tree instantly begins to grow, bearing fruit that 

is handed out to the crowd.  Gan's version of the story ends with the vendor returning to 

his cart and realizing his fruit has been given away right under his nose.  Pu carries the 

story further in the Liaozhai: the Taoist cuts the tree down, throws it over his shoulder, 

and walks away.  The seller returns to his cart to find that not only have his pears 

disappeared, but one of his cart legs has been chopped off.

In contrast to the Soushenji's version of the story, “Planting Pears” is detached 

from any historical personalities and includes details—such as the missing cart leg and 

the Taoist's verbal rebuke—that emphasize the meanness of the miserly fruit vendor 

instead of the magical feat of multiplying food for the crowd.  Pu's story is accompanied 

by his comments, where he points out everyday instances of miserliness that abound in 

society, lamenting, “Such evils defy enumeration” (Mair 18).  Much like in his authorial 

comments following “The Cricket,” Pu urges his readers to apply the tale's “lessons” to 

real life; Gan Bao's tale lacks any comments.  While keeping the moral lesson intact, Pu 

Songling uses chuanqi techniques to transform Gan's straightforward zhiguai account of 

magic into an ideological confrontation between religion and commerce.
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An Aesthetic Revolution of the Strange: Tang Chuanqi

By the Tang Dynasty (618-907CE) zhiguai accounts were no longer recognized as 

“legitimate” history, and had been relegated to the category of xiaoshuo.24  Xiaoshuo 

literally means “small talks,” a designation excluding the zhiguai histories from the 

Confucian tradition.  Though the xiaoshuo label isolates strange writings and denotes 

their lowly status in the Confucian hierarchy, the tradition's separation from official 

history in the Tang apparently allowed writers to explore new literary horizons.  Thus, 

with the relegation of these alternative histories to xiaoshuo, a new type of narrative 

writing known as chuanqi  (“transmissions of the strange”) entered the scene.  Karl Kao 

identifies different factors that contributed to the widespread use of chuanqi, such as the 

literary discussions of the time in regards to narrative form, and the increasing practice of 

writing essays to demonstrate one's talents in order to impress the Examiners and 

entertain fellow scholars (Kao 22).25  These factors, along with strange writings' shift into 

the xiaoshuo category, led to the development of the chuanqi genre during the golden age 

of Chinese culture.

A major catalyst for the emergence of chuanqi tales was a “full-fledged literary 

movement” led by the Confucian intellectual Han Yu 韩愈 (768-824CE) to do away with 

the cumbersome “Parallel Prose” (pianwen 骈文), the official writing style in use since 

the Han Dynasty.26  He, along with others, endeavored to establish the use of “Ancient 
24 See Gu Ming Dong's discussion of Tang Historian Liu Zhiji: Chinese Theories of Fiction, p23,77.
25 Additionally, Kao identifies the oral story-telling tradition of Buddhism as a creative source of 

inspiration.  Oral storytelling was a way to spread Buddhism's doctrine and gain converts; these stories 
included standard tales of the Buddha, as well as vivid descriptions of hell and karmic retribution, 
mixed with indigenous Chinese beliefs that provided fresh supernatural themes and settings for the 
strange.  The “Storyteller” persona is more evident in vernacular texts than in the classical style 
discussed in this thesis.

26  The Indiana Companion to Traditional Chinese Literature contains a thorough definition and history of 
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Prose”  (guwen 古文), the literary language of the pre-Han “Ancients,” such as 

Confucius.  Though still 'artificial' because it is not based on spoken language, guwen is a 

considerably more forthright writing style.27  Towards the end of the dynasty, however, 

Parallel Prose was reinstated as the official style, and Ancient Prose continued to be used 

only in the form of unofficial narratives, such as the chuanqi.  In his efforts to reinstate 

Ancient Prose because of its utility as a clearer, and therefore more Confucian, way of 

writing, Han Yu provided both momentum and medium for the flourishing of the 

alternative tradition of strange tales.28

Written in the form approved and promoted by prominent scholars, the chuanqi  

tales are nevertheless free of Confucianism’s demand for pure historical transmission. 

However, due to the tension between transmission and creation ever-present in the 

tradition of the strange, scholars of traditional Chinese literature are divided on the 

intended nature of the chuanqi: were they clearly written as fiction, or as history?  In A 

Brief History of Chinese Fiction, published in 1925, Lu Xun 鲁迅 (1881-1936) writes 

that in strange tales during the Tang Dynasty, “...the plots became more elaborate and the 

language more polished.  By this time the writers were consciously writing fiction, they 

were consciously romancing.”  Lu's use of the term “fiction” is somewhat misleading 

pianwen, which features aspects of parallelism such as the metrical and syntactical matching between 
lines, the grammatical and lexical matching of corresponding words, and the matching of lines 
according to tonal schemes.  Additionally, because of the structural restrictions, figurative language was 
used consistently; a point of contention for the proponents of guwen. (656-657)

27 The Indiana Companion posits that one reason for guwen's momentum was related to the rise in the 
number of texts scholars were exposed to in the Tang dynasty.  The formal features of pianwen made it 
ideal for memorizing texts, but with the rise in texts available this was becoming impossible. (495)

28 In the introduction to the Guwen chapter of the Minford and Lau Anthology, J.R. Hightower points out 
the irony in the fact that Ancient Prose only remained relevant through its use in fiction.  Though, in 
light of the fact that Han Yu himself wrote a few “fictional,” not fully “strange,” accounts in the guwen 
style, this realization might not be as shocking for Han Yu as Hightower posits.
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because it indicates that Tang writers were purposefully promoting the creative aspect of 

fictional writing; his statement that these writers were “consciously writing fiction” may 

instead be read as “consciously using narration.”  The chuanqi were written to display the 

writer's mastery of literary aesthetics such as the use of rhetorical devices including 

narrative framing and perspective, the quality of their poems, and the quality of their 

characterizations, as opposed to emphasizing the writer's ability to make a completely 

new and different tale (as is later seen in vernacular writing).29 

Challenging Lu Xun's speculation, Y.W. Ma claims that because their stories were 

written to impress the examiners, Tang writers did not want their stories to come across 

as fictional (“Fact”).  They did not want to be construed as wasting their time on the 

“unworthy activity” of fiction-writing, Ma argues, and therefore their stories were 

intended to be read as historical accounts—as evidenced by the prevalent assertions of 

specific dates, names, and places.  Such “factual” inclusions do assert a tone of historical 

authenticity, however, Ma's argument that chuanqi tales were intended to be historically 

sound does not hold up when the Tang tales are compared to their “predecessors,” the 

zhiguai.30  Though Ma's assertion that chuanqi writers “wanted their works to be 

recognized as historical documents” is far fetched, his argument highlights the entangled 

relationship between history and fiction—one that Pu Songling exploits to an impressive 

extent in the Liaozhai Zhiyi.

One of the problems with Ma's argument is that it (incorrectly) envisions 

traditional literature's conception of history and fiction as a mutually exclusive 
29 Kao, p22.
30 Kao writes about the focus of writing shifted in the Tang: “...the perspective had changed from that of a 

fact/fiction dichotomy to an orientation which was concerned essentially with the aesthetic of 
presentation.” (22)
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dichotomy.  While the chuanqi follow the historical format epitomized by Sima Qian's 

Shiji with the added touch of the author claiming to either have seen the event themselves 

or learned of it secondhand, the use of these literary conventions does not prove the 

intended historicity of the chuanqi tales.  Unlike the original zhiguai, the Tang chuanqi 

were not written as records of events to be compiled into historical volumes.31  Whether 

or not the Tang authors intended their tales to be historical or fictional, neither or both, 

this speculation is one aspect of the discourse that has always accompanied the tradition 

of the strange and all of literature.

Comparing Tang chuanqi and Six Dynasties' zhiguai Tales

The differences between the two genres can be explored by comparing the shared 

motifs of the Six Dynasties zhiguai and Tang chuanqi, such as lovers appearing in dreams 

or coming back from the dead, animal spirits tricking humans, and ghosts returning to 

avenge their deaths.  One highly popular “romantic” theme is “(female) spirit seduces 

(male) human.”  Sometimes the animal spirits seduce men with the intention of using 

their life force to advance their own standing in the karmic cycle.  This advancement is 

usually to become human or divine, and the deceptive methods they use emphasize their 

animal natures.  In other stories, the animal spirit falls in love with a scholar, and through 

her relationship with him becomes integrated into the human world.  These spirits, 

usually female, display characteristics and behaviors strongly associated with humanity: 

practicing domestic feminine skills (such as embroidering or playing a musical 

instrument), and procreating (bearing a human child), and even participating in literary 

pursuits (such as writing poetry and reading the classics).

31 This is my own speculation, formed from a reading of Kao's Introduction to Classical Tales. pp21-23.
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In the thematic category of “animal spirit seduces a human,” the zhiguai story 

“The Turtle Woman” (originally found in the Soushenji), and the chuanqi tale “Sun Ko” 

by Pei Xing 裴洐 provide a revealing comparison.32  “The Turtle Woman,” in the style of 

many Six Dynasties texts, is very short; the story begins as Chang Fu, traveling along a 

river, happens upon a beautiful woman by herself on a boat.  She asks to come aboard 

and they spend the night together.  Later that night, “Fu looked down at the girl, only to 

discover a big sea turtle lying there with its head pillowed against Fu's arm” (107).  The 

turtle escapes and the story ends with the further discovery that what appeared to be a 

boat was merely a log.  The story is a clear-cut description of a turtle's transformation and 

seduction: it does not go into detail about the turtle's appearance or motivation, instead its 

focus is on the magical transformation.

In contrast, the Tang chuanqi “Sun Ko” has a considerably more intricate 

narrative structure.  While traveling, Sun Ko comes upon a large mansion and meets a 

beautiful girl, Lady Yuan.  They marry, and Lady Yuan brings fabulous riches to their 

marriage, which arouses the curiosity of his relatives.  Sun tells no one about his marriage 

until he talks with his Taoist cousin, who suspects Lady Yuan is a demon, and gives him a 

magical sword to slay her with.  However, before he acts, Lady Yuan finds the sword and 

destroys it. The couple lives happily for ten years until one day they visit a monastery his 

wife knows well, where a group of apes live.  After mournfully saying farewell to her 

husband and children, Lady Yuan tears her clothes off, turns into an ape and joins her 

former ape family in the mountains. 

32 Both stories can be found in Kao's collection (Classical Chinese Tales of the Supernatural and  
Fantastic).
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Though in both stories the sudden transformation surprises the main male 

character, “Sun Ko” differs from “Turtle Woman” because the character's shock does not 

carry over to the reader; due to the warnings of his Taoist cousin and the unusual 

circumstances of their marriage, it is safe to assume that the reader does not believe Lady 

Yuan is a human being.33  In this story, the “animal spirit seducing a human” motif serves 

as the frame within which the depiction of complex human relationships takes place, an 

emphasis that contrasts with “The Turtle Woman,” where the transformation motif is the 

main focus of the story.  Unlike in “The Turtle Woman,” the chuanqi tale's transformed 

animal spirit is a developed and pitiable character capable of carrying on a romantic 

relationship with a human for over a decade.  The marriage between Lady Yuan and Sun 

Ko goes smoothly except for the interruption of Ko's cousin Chang (the Taoist), who 

insists that Lady Yuan is a demon and must be destroyed.  The discussion between Chang 

and Ko is greatly detailed, thus indicating its importance to the meaning of the tale.  Their 

discussion, ostensibly about Lady Yuan's supernatural identity, serves to highlight the 

strength of their romantic relationship and her humanity.  Just as the strange motif of 

“animal transformation and seduction” functions as a frame for a tale about the romantic 

relationship between the transformed animal spirit and a human, this conversation 

functions to contrast the “human-ness” of the two men with that of Lady Yuan.

Ko's encounter with his cousin Chang takes place after he has been married to 

Lady Yuan for about four years.  A Taoist layman, Chang notices “a rather thick demonic 

vapor” around Sun Ko, and asks him whether anything unusual has happened.  He goes 

33 Additionally, the reader may even suspect she is specifically an ape spirit, since her surname, Yuan 袁, 
is a homonym of the word for ape, yuan 猿.
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into a lengthy speech about the nature of Yin and Yang, saying that Ko has been 

“transmuted by something strange and bizarre;” in other words, his Yang energy has been 

consumed by a harmful Yin power.  After Ko confides his marriage to Chang, Chang 

chastises him for not considering the possibility that Lady Yuan is a spirit, urging him to 

destroy her with his magic sword.  At first, Ko is unwilling to harm her, saying he cannot 

be disloyal to his wife—it is because of his marriage to her that he has had such a 

fortunate life.  Ko's defense of his wife demonstrates their emotional bond, which 

reinforces her humanity.  Eventually though, Chang convinces Sun Ko to take the sword 

and kill his wife, Lady Yuan learns of this plot before he carries it through and upbraids 

Ko for his disloyalty, asking, “How can you expect to call yourself a man of rectitude 

among the world of men?”  Posed by an animal-spirit, this question highlights Lady 

Yuan's compassionate humanity in contrast with her husband's “inhumane” betrayal.  She 

then destroys the sword, clearly showing that whatever magic she has—love or passion, 

perhaps—is more powerful than the Taoist's indifferent weapon.

The destruction of the sword adds to the tension of the story: what kind of non-

human is Lady Yuan, a benevolent spirit or a malevolent demon?  The contrast between 

the Taoist's assumptions and her passionate nature functions within the narrative in 

several ways.  On one level is the apparent opposition between the spirit world and the 

(supposedly) Taoist view of the natural world.  Lady Yuan's triumph over the Taoist 

sword firmly places the supernatural world above the natural world as the dominating 

world order of the tale.  On another level, Chang's false assumption about Lady Yuan 

serves to highlight her true character. 
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Although Chang is shown to be right about her true form when Lady Yuan 

transforms into an ape and runs off at the end of the story, he is wrong about her nature as 

a harmful demon.  In fact, her actions reveal Lady Yuan is the complete opposite of what 

he predicts.  Not only do she and Ko have a loving fifteen year relationship, but when she 

leaves her human family it is out of heartsickness for her original ape family, not out of 

malice—a key element of her humanity.  The inclusion of her poetry also underlines her 

humanity in that it emphasizes her cultivation and learning.34  When she first appears 

walking alone in the courtyard (a motif seen again and again in romantic stories), she 

plucks a lily and composes a poem:

“When others see you they forget their sorrows, \but for me you are only a 

decaying weed. \Only green mountains and white clouds \can unroll the joy 

stifled in my breast.”  

The poem expresses the sorrowful loss of happiness once known, while simultaneously 

hinting at her stifled animal nature.  Additionally, the poem contains a deeply spiritual 

yearning for nature often expressed in Taoism, which contrasts greatly with the shallow 

practice and attempted violence by Ko's “Taoist” cousin.  Unlike the zhiguai tale, where 

the main point of the tale is to depict the strangeness of an animal spirit's transformation, 

this chuanqi develops the “animal spirit seduction” motif into the tale of a benevolent 

animal spirit capable of being in a lasting romantic relationship.  Where “The Turtle 

Woman” gives no motive for the turtle spirit's seduction of Chang Fu, Lady Yuan's 

34 Lady Yuan's ability to spontaneously make emotive poetry connects her to the poetic tradition of 
talented women writers.  For further information about the tradition of women writers, see Idema's The 
Red Brush: writing women of imperial China (2001), and  Mann & Cheng's Under Confucian Eyes:  
Writings on Gender in Chinese History (2001) for primary texts.
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motive for instigating a relationship with Sun Ko is expressed in her poetry and in her 

final flight: loneliness.

From chuanqi to Liaozhai: a Rejuvenation of the Strange Tradition

After the Tang dynasty, the popularity of the classically written chuanqi tales 

faded, though the interest in the strange was as vibrant as ever.  Most strange tales written 

from the Song to Ming dynasties were adaptions of the chuanqi and Six Dynasties 

zhiguai into dramas and vernacular stories.  Two well-known examples are the Xixiang Ji 

西厢记 (Story of the Western Wing), written in the Yuan dynasty by Wang Shifu 王实甫 

and based on Yuan Zhen's 元稹 (779-831) chuanqi tale “Yingying's Story;” and Tang 

Xianzu's 汤显祖 (1150-1616) Ming drama, The Peony Pavilion (Mudanting 牡丹亭),  

which is inspired by Chen Xuanyou's 陈玄祐 “The Departed Spirit.”35  

The vernacular tales, such as those written by Feng Menglong 冯梦龙 (1574-

1646), in the late Ming incorporate many strange themes and motifs, such as dreams and 

bodily transformations.  For example, his story “Magistrate Xue Proves His Divinity 

through a Fish” (Feng 588) is based on the Tang chuanqi by Li Fuyan 李复言 “Xue Wei” 

(Kao 266).  The vernacular style differs from the classical style in many ways: the 

narrator often takes on the characteristics of a familiar story-teller, the stories, which aim 

for a realistic representation of character's emotions and actions, tend to include many 

details that the classical style, written “tightly,” does not allow room for.  Though this 

particular study omits a detailed analysis of how the strange is represented in drama and 

vernacular stories, these texts make up an important part of a literary tradition that Pu 
35 English translations of both stories can be found in the Minford and Lau Anthology. “Yingying's Story,” 

pp1047-1057.  “The Departed Spirit” is on pp1032-1034.
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Songling draws upon in Liaozhai Zhiyi.

After a period of latency, interest in writing the classical story was revived during 

the Ming Dynasty.  One example of these attempts at reviving the chuanqi is Qu You's 瞿

佑 (1347-1433) collection, New Tales While Trimming the Lamp (Jiandeng Xinhua 剪灯

新话).  Though this collection was not especially innovative, it enjoyed great popularity 

and inspired spin-offs in Japan and Korea.  Most importantly for this study, it served as a 

stepping-stone between the Tang chuanqi and Pu Songling's collection (Harmon 127). 

According to Coy L. Harmon, Qu You's stories, though they do little to enrich the zhiguai 

tradition, do carry on the Tang chuanqi tales of love and the supernatural.  Like the 

original chuanqi, some of his stories prominently feature poetry, indicating that one 

purpose the tales serve is to demonstrate his poetic abilities.  Where Qu's work differs 

from the Tang writers is in the kinds of people he portrays: instead of maintaining the 

Tang focus on intellectuals, many of Qu's narratives feature people from the agricultural 

classes, which is also a prominent feature of Pu Songling's collection.  In addition to 

Jiandeng Xinhua, Pu Songling also had access to hundreds of classical zhiguai tales from 

the Six Dynasties and Tang, which were collected in the Taiping Guangji 太平广记 

(Extensive Accounts of Great Peace).36  

A Closer Look at the Liaozhai Zhiyi

As part of the classical literary tradition, Pu Songling's Liaozhai zhiyi is a 

36 The Taiping Guangji is a huge compendium of texts from the Han through the Song, commissioned by 
the Song Emperor in the tenth century.  In Redefining History, Chang and Chang identify around fifty 
Liaozhai stories that Pu Songling might have culled from this extensive collection (Chang 173).  It is 
likely Qu You also used the Taiping Guanji as a source for many of his stories, which is one of the 
reasons his tales are often overlooked in favor of Pu's. Where Qu You's Trimming the Lamp failed to 
reinvigorate these tales, Pu Songling's Liaozhai succeeds.
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remarkable achievement in originality and revitalization.  One aspect of the Liaozhai that 

demonstrates Pu Songling's knowledge of the entire literary canon (strange and 

otherwise) is that while he rewrote many recognizable zhiguai and chuanqi tales, he 

avoided those already adapted into highly popular dramas and vernacular stories.  The 

omission of these well-known strange tales leaves open a creative space Pu fills with his 

own innovative tales—a few of which are now just as celebrated as those he did not 

rewrite.  Examples of these original stories are “Painted Skin,” and “Nie Xiaoqian” (Pu 

[Mair] 53; 90),37 which both feature unique narratives created from the motif of female 

spirits who seduce human men in order to extract their energy.

Some of Pu Songling's tales are “straight” zhiguai, written as observations or 

second-hand accounts of supposedly real occurrences.  The nature of these tales fits 

nicely with the image of Pu Songling sitting by the roadside, offering tea to strangers in 

exchange for a story.38  The tale, “Frog Chorus,” which Pu credits to Wang Zisun, is about 

an odd (not supernatural) event (Minford 324).  It curtly describes a man with a box of 

musical frogs that croak when he taps on their heads—weird, but still a possibility in the 

natural world.  Like the original zhiguai, this story was written as a true account of an 

event.  The story “Eating Stones” features a man who retreats to Mount Lao to study the 

Tao.  The man eventually stops eating everything but stones, and grows a thick layer of 

hair all over his body.  He returns to take care of his mother, and his eating techniques are 

further described: “He held [the stones] up to the sunlight to tell if they were sweet or 

bitter, sour or salty, then bit into them as if they were yams.” (Minford 150)  As with the 

37 Both of these stories have been made into feature films multiple times.
38 John Minford calls this “A totally unreliable but nonetheless charming legend” in his introduction to his 

translation of the Liaozhai Zhiyi. p.xv.
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Six Dynasties zhiguai, the subject of this story is the strangeness of a stone-eating man.

The verisimilitude of tales like “Frog Chorus” contrasts with the more 

supernatural tales in the Liaozhai.  The tension between fact and fantasy in the individual 

stories are further compounded by their presence side by side in the same collection. 

Both “Frog Chorus” and “Eating Stones,” are focused on the unusual nature of a 

situation; it seems obvious that “Eating Stones” is fictional by comparison.  But when 

compared to the other stories in the collection, particularly those where the purpose or 

focus of the tale is not restricted to emphasizing the strangeness of an event, these stories, 

which mirror the zhiguai accounts of the Six Dynasties, seem more plausible than the 

chuanqi, which tend to “lose touch” with “reality” because of their focus on the aesthetics 

of writing.

The Liaozhai's Fox-Spirits and the Tradition of the Strange

In order to further examine the Liaozhai in the tradition of the strange as a whole, 

I will approach from a specific motif and archetype: fox-spirits.  As with the above 

analysis of different versions of the “female spirit seducing a human” theme, the motif of 

fox-spirits is very common, while the tales they appear in are highly diverse.39  In strange 

writings, the characterizations of fox-spirits vary greatly—there are trickster foxes, 

female foxes, healer foxes, scholar foxes, and demon foxes; the themes of the stories are 

just as varied, with plotlines emphasizing friendship, retribution, filial piety, and 

infidelity, to name a few.  The early zhiguai accounts of foxes, such as the Soushenji's 

“Chuang Hua and the Fox,” mainly depict the cleverness of human characters when faced 

39 For more on fox-spirits in Ming & Qing literature, see Rania Huntington's Alien Kind: Foxes and Late  
Imperial Chinese Narrative. Cambridge: Harvard UP, 2003.
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with mischievous fox spirits (Kao 101).  During this period, foxes were thought of as 

being in opposition to their human counterparts.  The Liaozhai stories “Fox in a Bottle” 

and “The Merchant's Son” both tell of human triumph over troublesome foxes, following 

the earlier zhiguai tales in purpose (Minford 102, 133).  While “Fox in a Bottle” is a 

shorter, simply-told tale in which a woman traps a fox and kills it, “The Merchant's Son” 

follows a young boy who hatches a plan to get rid of the foxes who terrorize his mother 

while his father is away on business.  Although the main focus is similar to that of the 

zhiguai, to demonstrate the superiority of human intelligence, this story is ripe with 

socio-economic and socio-sexual implications relevant to the populace during the late 

Imperial period.

In the Tang chuanqi, a different type of fox-spirit narrative is introduced: the 

romance.  “Lady Ren,” by Shen Jiji 深既济 (c.741-805CE) is one of the most well known 

fox romances in Chinese literature (Minford Lau 1024). Cheng the Sixth, first sees and 

falls in love with Lady Ren on the streets of Chang'an.  His friend, the rich Wang, 

sponsors their marriage in the hopes of spending time with the beautiful Miss Ren 

himself.  She proves to be an asset to her husband and to Wang, though her life ends too 

soon when she is forced to move with her husband.  A hunting dog picks up her scent and 

chases her down: her corpse reveals that she is a fox spirit.  Many of Lady Ren's character 

traits—such as deep loyalty, cleverness, and unusually good prediction of the near future

—are the focus of the story.  She is considered unusual because at the time of writing, fox 

spirits were generally antagonistic towards humans.  Female foxes frequently seduce 

male characters in order to steal their life essence, in the hope of gathering enough to 
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become human themselves.40

The stories in the Liaozhai feature a mix of the different types of foxes and 

themes.  For instance, the point of the longer tale “Fox-Fairy Jiaonuo,” which tells of 

Scholar Kong Xueli's relationship with a fox gentleman and his whole family of foxes, is 

to depict the strength of the friendship between a human and a fox (Mair 25).  Instead of 

emphasizing the strangeness of the fox characters, the supernatural domain of the fox 

spirits is the framework for the action within the story.  The first of these strange 

instances is when the youngest daughter of the fox family, Jiaonuo, uses magical 

techniques to heal Scholar Kong.  The supernatural treatment is described in detail, as is 

the later face-off between Kong and a demon hunting his fox friends.  The length of this 

story, especially compared to the shorter stories mentioned above, makes it difficult to pin 

down one single focus.  This is remedied in the author's comments where the Historian of 

the Strange pulls the reader away from the supernatural events by highlighting the 

strength of the friendship between Kong and the young fox gentlemen with such 

statements as “I envy Scholar Kong not because he found a ravishing wife but because he 

found a bosom friend.”  In the same vein as the Tang tale “Lady Ren,” the Liaozhai's 

“Fox-Fairy Jiaonuo” focuses on the humanity of the good foxes, reinforced by the 

Historian of the Strange's praising of the “brotherhood” between Kong and the scholar-

fox, a long-running theme that was particularly significant in Ming and Qing literati 

culture.41

40 The concept of a fox spirit working towards moving upward on the spiritual ladder shows the way that 
Buddhist ideas of reincarnation mixed with Chinese indigenous beliefs.

41 Please note the theme of “brotherhood” has close associations with the “one who understands the heart” 
and the “search for true friendship” themes discussed in earlier.
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In the tale “Lotus Fragrance,” Pu combines ghost and fox romance storylines to 

create a funny and heartwarming tale about the friendship between two female spirits 

(Minford 211).  These two women both discover that their mutual lover, a young 

homebody named Sang, is seeing another woman, and that the “other woman” is also 

supernatural.  The story details their transforming relationship, that begins as a 

competition and becomes a close friendship.  By the end of the story, both women are 

reincarnated as human girls, and end up happily married to Sang.  The Historian of the 

Strange's comments following this story focus on how those born human take their status 

for granted, while these kinds of spirits must work for such privilege, saying: “Is not this 

human bodily frame the most coveted...? Unfortunately, those who possess this treasure 

often fail to cherish it...”  In this case, the theme of reincarnation serves as the 

background for the main action of the narrative that is mainly about the developing 

friendship between the ghost and the fox-spirit.  This rather unusual focus on female 

friendship is one example of how Pu Songling uses motifs and themes of the zhiguai and 

chuanqi tales (and from the greater literature) to create original tales.

Part of Pu Songling's originality arises precisely from his treatment of women and 

the various ways he plays with gender throughout the collection.  Recurring throughout 

the strange, the theme of “female spirit seduces human male” is an expression of the 

conflicting desire and anxiety of male writers (and readers).  These supernatural women 

represent the “exotic other,” who is then “humanized,” or “domesticized,” giving the 

writer and reader a comforting sense of control over these formerly “wild” women. 

Writing against convention and expectation, Pu Songling creates lively, multidimensional 
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female characters, such as the two women in “Lotus Fragrance.”  Some of these 

characters, like the woman discussed in Chapter Two, defy gender norms, romantic 

conventions, and domestication: instead of exerting control over these female characters, 

Pu Songling breaks from convention and has them roam free in the wild margins.
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Chapter Two
Pu Songling's “A Chivalrous Woman:” a Tale of Resistance

This chapter focuses specifically on Pu Songling's tale, “A Chivalrous Woman” 

(“Xia nu” 侠女), which I approach through a comparative analysis of this tale and its 

predecessor, the Tang tale “The Merchant's Widow” (“Gurenqi” 贾人妻) by Xue Yongruo 

薛用弱.42  In the same way that the strange tradition and the Liaozhai are strange because 

of their paradoxical categorization as both history and fiction, “A Chivalrous Woman” 

features a character who is both domestic and wild, masculine and feminine, yin and 

yang.  Pu Songling plays freely with Confucian gender roles and literary conventions of 

the strange tradition to create a character and a tale that defy stable literary 

categorization.

The tale begins when a mysterious girl and her mother move into the house next 

door to Scholar Gu and his mother.  Because both families are relatively poor, Gu and his 

mother propose a marriage, but the girl unequivocally refuses for no apparent reason. 

Though not joined by marriage, the two families form a mutually beneficial relationship; 

the girl helps around the house while Gu provides her and her mother with food.  The girl 

seduces and sleeps with Gu two times, but rebuffs all of his attempts to sleep with her.  At 

one point in the story, a male friend of Gu's makes unwanted sexual advances towards 

her; one night when he enters the room where Gu and the girl are having sex, the girl 

chases him out onto the street with a knife and kills him, revealing his identity as a fox-

42  Xia can mean “chivalry” or “knight-errant,” and is made up of the person-radical (亻=人) next to the 
word jia 夹/夾 which, as a pictograph of someone carrying two people, provides the word with sound 
and implies rescue; nu is the word for woman.  The title has been has also been translated into “The 
Female Knight-Errant” and “The Magnanimous Girl,” by Lieu and Giles, respectively.  I am mainly 
relying on Mair's translation, “A Chivalrous Woman” pp106-115.  Xue Yongrou (fl. 830) compiled the 
Jiyi ji 集异记 (Gathered Tales of Marvels), his tale can be found in Kao's Anthology, p290.
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spirit.  When her mother dies, the girl informs Gu that she is pregnant and that his mother 

will need to find a wet-nurse.  After the birth of the child, the girl disappears for a few 

nights, later showing up in Gu's room with the head of her enemy—the man who caused 

the death of her father.  After explaining that this was her plan the entire time, she leaves, 

never to be seen again.

The backbone of the narrative is immediately recognizable when compared to the 

Tang tale “The Merchant's Widow.”  In this tale, Wang Li, a military captain, is left 

penniless and far from home in the Capital when his orders are misplaced.  Unable to 

return home, he stays in the temple at night while begging in the streets during the day. 

One night while returning to the temple, he runs into a woman on the road; they begin 

walking together and find each other to be very agreeable.  The woman offers for him to 

stay with her while he tries to get back on his feet, and they live together for a few years, 

even having a child.  The widow of a merchant, the woman continues her husband's 

business, going out every day and returning in the evening.  One day, she does not return 

until very late at night. She explains to Wang that she has finally achieved her revenge, 

and shows him the head of her enemy.  She leaves at once, but returns a few minutes 

later, saying that she wants to hold the child one last time.  Wang goes to the crib after she 

leaves and discovers the child has been beheaded.  Terrified, he flees the capital and 

finally makes it home a few months later.

One of the most important differences between the two tales is the shift in its 

setting.  The tale is moved from a nighttime street to the home, from the margins to the 

center.  In strange writings, mysterious occurrences are more likely to happen in stories 
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that take place on a military campaign, in a Temple, or on the road, because of the 

transitional or marginal nature of these settings.  Though the Capital is the center of 

society, its constant shifting of government workers, commercial business and scholars 

means that it is one of the most unstable spaces in society.  Some examples are found in 

the Tang tales discussed in Chapter One, “Lady Ren” and “Sun Ko”.  Sun Ko comes upon 

the home of Lady Yuan while wandering far from home, while in “Lady Ren,” Cheng the 

Sixth, like Wang Li in “A Merchant's Widow,” meets Lady Ren while walking the street 

in the capital late at night.  Though not apparent at the beginning of the story, Pu 

Songling brings a wild entity into the domestic space, drastically changing the meaning 

of the tale.  The space is made more domestic by the presence of Gu and the girl's 

mothers, who represent the center of the family and society.43  The move to the domestic 

space brings all the expectations, structures, and rules of society into play—rules that the 

Chivalrous Woman simultaneously upholds and subverts.

Confucian ideology dominated Chinese society since its rise to prominence during 

the Han dynasty.  In Confucianism, the stability of the state is dependent upon the 

stability of its people, placing families at the moral center of society.  In essence, the 

Confucian family is patrilocal; families are centered around the male line, sons 

(unmarried or with their wives and children) and unmarried daughters live with their 

father's parents and extended family, as explained by Susan Mann in Precious Records. 

Mann writes, “Women in the family system stood both at the margins and at the center 

[of the family].  As daughters who married out, they were transient members of their 

43 In fact, there are quite a few Liaozhai Zhiyi stories that are set in the home: “Lotus Fragrance” and “A 
Fool for Books” are examples, though these stories often feature a scholar living alone, not a scholar 
living at home with his mother.
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natal families, but as wives who bore sons, they became part of the enduring ancestral 

cult” (Mann 11).  The center of their husband's family, women also were at the center of 

Confucian society.  They were charged with raising their husband's children and running 

the household according to the precepts of Confucianism.  Thus, the domain of women 

(specifically mothers and wives) is located at the center of the home and society, 

represented in the physical and imaginary world by the Inner Chambers of the household 

(Mann 15).

  In “A Chivalrous Woman,” Pu Songling's protagonist remains an unmarried 

daughter, meaning that she never becomes part of the Confucian family system.  Pu's 

Chivalrous Woman uses her female body to interact with Confucian society in 

contradictory and complex ways, simultaneously resisting and reinforcing gender norms 

and expectations.  While resisting settling into the social role of mother, at the same time 

she contributes to society when she gives Gu a child, fulfilling society's most basic 

requirement of women: reproducing male family lines.  

Resisting Motherhood

To what extent the Chivalrous Woman resists and reinforces societal norms is 

uncertain.  In Collecting the Self, Lydia Sing-chen Chiang argues that in “A Chivalrous 

Woman” Pu Songling has created the hyper-Confucian female prototype who is not 

threatening to society.  She writes, “Although [the Chivalrous Woman] is capable of 

supernatural physical feats, her body is still available for procreative use by men and 

subject to the inconveniences of her sexual biology...Better still, rather than killing his 

heir [as in the Tang version of the tale], she offers him one.  At the same time, her sexual 
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ambiguity may also be exploited as a source of erotic pleasure...”(Chiang 146).  While 

highlighting the various ways the Chivalrous Woman reinforces the dominant Confucian 

patriarchy, for the sake of argument Chiang ignores the Chivalrous Woman's active role 

in the pregnancy process, in the end treating her in the same way as the male literati she 

writes about: as a passive body.  The claim that her body is available to be used by men 

disregards the importance of the character's own agency and implies a passivity that is 

absent from the story itself.  While Gu undoubtedly “helps out” in the creation of the 

child, he is merely a participant, unaware of the Chivalrous Woman's motivations; he is 

the one acted upon by the Chivalrous Woman.

Her active planning and careful control over her own body's reproductive 

capabilities distinguish the Chivalrous Woman from other women in literature.  In “The 

Merchant's Widow,” the woman's pregnancy is merely a result of her relationship with 

Wang Li, which is one of both sexual and economic satisfaction.  It is important that the 

Chivalrous Woman controls the circumstances surrounding her pregnancy because it 

complicates her relationship to the Confucian family unit and society.  Where the 

Merchant's Widow is completely independent from society, the Chivalrous Woman 

simultaneously participates in and evades social roles.

Meanings of Pregnancy in the Tradition of the Strange

In other stories of the strange, many of which are found in the Liaozhai, 

pregnancy and birth often signify the humanization and domestication of a female spirit. 

A perfect example is found in the Liaozhai tale, “The Laughing Girl.”  In the story, a 

mysterious female fox-spirit catches the fancy of a young man, they marry and she moves 
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in with his family.  At the beginning of the tale she is uninhibited by society's rules, and 

laughs often and loudly.  By the end of the tale, as the result of her socialization, she is 

quite somber and hardly smiles.  In this story, when the girl gives birth to a healthy child, 

it represents her complete domestication: she has given up her marginal/wild status, and 

has been accepted into the center, into the household.44  In contrast, the Chivalrous 

Woman's pregnancy and childbirth does not signify her domestication or adherence to 

society's rules.  Though “inconvenienced” in that the pregnancy forces her to delay 

carrying out her task, she remains free after giving the baby to Gu's mother.  While she 

provides Gu with an heir, her body is her own, not, as Chiang writes, “still available for 

procreative use by men...” Because she resists Gu's offers of marriage and has the child 

out of wedlock, she is not socially tied to the child in any way, and is able to escape 

motherhood and wife-hood.  In other words, she resists falling into Confucian society's 

roles for women, and as a result she is free of its rules.  

Additionally, when compared to other strange tales, the Chivalrous Woman's 

pregnancy emphasizes her biological female identity, which is an essential part of the 

character's strangeness.  In terms of yin and yang, the yin of her pregnancy contrasts with 

the yang of her violence.  For the most part, women in fiction who take up traditionally 

masculine behavior tend to be infertile, because they have too much yang and not enough 

yin.  For example, in Pu's tale “Miss Yan,” the female protagonist dresses up as her 

husband's younger brother in order to take the Examinations.45  She easily masters the 

exam and becomes a successful official.  After her retirement, she returns to being a 
44 The fox-spirit's transformation from a joyful uninhibited girl into a somber wife indicates that perhaps 

her domestication is not a good thing.  Additionally, her son carries on some of her mischievous nature: 
her wildness lives on. Minford, p152.

45 Mair, p205.
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woman. Though their relationship is affectionate, she acquiesces to her husband's request 

to get a concubine, presumably because she cannot conceive after spending so many 

years as a man.  

In contrast, the Chivalrous Woman is a unique mixture of Yin and Yang: where 

Miss Yan cannot conceive because she has too much Yang, and the supernatural Yin of 

the Laughing Girl is balanced out by the Yang of society, the Chivalrous Woman and her 

predecessor are capable of using the extremes of both elements.  Put another way, in the 

case of “A Chivalrous Woman,” it is unique that the female protagonist commits acts of 

violence, coded as masculine, to avenge her father like a son, and yet retains her 

(feminine) ability to carry a child.  Like her Tang predecessor, the Chivalrous Woman is 

indeed formidable to the male reader: not only is she a female who is able to destroy, 

paradoxically, she is also capable of creation.

The Woman Warrior Archetype: A Confucian Tradition

 In “A Chivalrous Woman,” the characters engage in a range of gendered 

behaviors, appearing to accord with societal norms.  As a daughter, the Chivalrous 

Woman carries out the daily tasks identified by Confucianism as feminine, such as 

embroidery and keeping house.  On the other hand, Gu, as an unsuccessful scholar, is not 

fully performing his “masculine” duties; already past the usual time to take the 

Examinations and become an Official, Gu instead takes up painting to support his family. 

Painting is coded as a masculine activity, along with many scholarly pursuits such as 

writing stories or poetry, though they are typically treated as supplementary activities, 

secondary to the goal of being a government official.  Martial pursuits, such as sword-
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fighting, horse-riding, and directing warfare are also masculine actions.  Traditionally it 

was acceptable for an upper-class man to be a scholar or a warrior, though by the Qing 

dynasty elite men generally fell into the scholar category.46  Many elite women took up 

some scholarly activities such as writing, though they were still prohibited from the 

“more” masculine behaviors belonging to the martial domain.47

Although Confucianism ascribes women to lives of deference, traditionally 

praising chaste daughters and moral mothers, literature abounds with examples of 

honorable female warriors.  When considered in regards to gender norms, a question 

arises about how women warriors are able to transgress societal norms but remain 

acceptable, even honorable.  Louise Edwards explains that though the woman warrior is 

“threatening to patriarchal power, with its implicit preference for meek and mild 

women,” she is ultimately honored because “the deeds she performs are undeniably 

consolidating of the existing Confucian social and moral order” (Edwards 231).  Aside 

from the Chivalrous Woman, this is true of almost every woman warrior in literature, 

from Hua Mulan of “The Ballad of Mulan” to Fourth Sister Lin from a poem in Story of  

the Stone.48

Literary Warriors and the Chivalrous Woman

Though at times it seems the Chivalrous Woman fits in nicely with these women, 

the way she relates to the Confucian order and the gendered meanings of her actions and 

46 There were other life options for men, such as merchants, monks, and performers; and others for 
women, such as concubines, nuns, prostitutes and courtesans, but because these fall outside of the 
Confucianism's proscriptions, they are not directly relevant to this discussion.

47 For more information about women and writing during the Qing dynasty, please see Susan Mann's 
Precious Records.  Also, see note 28.

48 Edwards discusses Fourth Sister Lin in great detail in her article, “Women Warriors and Amazons of the 
Mid Qing Texts Jinghua Yuan and Honglou Meng.”
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appearance put her in a different category than her fellows.  As a woman who maintains 

her female identity and the use of her female body while being a warrior, the protagonist 

of “A Chivalrous Woman” stands apart from other women warriors.  Though they breach 

gender prescriptions by forgoing feminine behavior, as warriors their masculine action 

matches with their performed gender: they commit violence only while dressed as men.  

Take, for instance, Hua Mulan, the most well known female warrior in Chinese 

literature.49  Though not seeking revenge, Mulan is moved to act outside of her assigned 

gender by a feeling of filial love for her father, the same feeling that motivates the 

Chivalrous Woman.  In order to prevent her father from being enlisted for the Khan's 

military campaigns, Mulan takes his place dressed as a male soldier.  After campaigning 

for twelve years as a man, Mulan returns home and resumes a female identity.  Moved by 

filial piety and dressed as a man while enacting violence, Mulan's actions fall in line with 

society's norms regarding gendered behavior.  The ballad itself, however, manages to be 

rather transgressive.  The last stanza, a song that Mulan sings to her soldiers, encapsulates 

this unorthodox attitude: “The male hare's legs have a nervous spring, \the eyes of the girl 

hare wander; \but when two hares run side by side, \who can tell if I'm boy or girl?”  The 

song reflects Mulan's fluid movement between gender identities, demonstrating an 

ancient awareness that gender is performed.

Apart from not dressing as a man while committing violence, another difference 

between the Chivalrous Woman and other women warriors is her ambiguous relationship 

to the Confucian order: something she has in common with many male martial heroes. 

While women warriors are often motivated by a desire to restore the social order, men 

49 A translation of “The Ballad of Hua Mulan” can be found in Stephen Owen's anthology. p241.
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may represent a chaotic force, like the bandits of The Water Margin (Shuihuzhuan 水浒

传)50 who were often in conflict with the established government.  Their loyalty to one 

another creates a new moral order (separate from and more important than the Confucian 

order) that they live by, an expression of the theme of Brotherhood common throughout 

Chinese literature.  Louise Edwards points out that female warriors, like male warriors, 

can be moved to violence by filial piety or loyalty to their ruler or husband, but only male 

warriors are motivated by this “brotherly loyalty” (Edwards 237).  Perhaps this absence 

of sisterly loyalty occurs because a band of renegade women is too threatening to the 

dominant order; taking up the masculine activities of warriors, these women would 

operate completely outside of society where the only visible role of women was to 

facilitate reproduction of their husband's family.  As discussed in previous sections, the 

theme of male friendship—“the one who truly understands”—is incredibly pervasive in 

Chinese culture, while depictions of sisterhood were few and far between.  In any case, 

the Chivalrous Woman, like many women warriors, works alone and is motivated by 

filial piety.

Standing opposite the Warrior (both male and female) is the State-Toppling 

Beauty (always female).  Just as the male warrior represents the “most masculine” side of 

masculinity, the female beauty is femininity incarnate.  Both represent the opposite ends 

of Confucianism's dichotomous gender scale, but when taken to extremes these 

archetypes threaten to destabilize the social order.  Both extremes are present in Luo 

Guanzhong's novel Romance of the Three Kingdoms (Sanguo Yanyi 三国演义): the 

50 Also known as All Men are Brothers, The Marshes of Mount Liang, and Outlaws of the Marsh.
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Official Wang Yun enlists his adopted daughter Diaochan—a classic State-Toppling 

Beauty—to use her sexuality to create a rift between the tyrant Dong Zhou and his closest 

general (and adopted son) Lu Bu,—who represents the hyper-masculine warrior.  

Even though Diaochan's beauty, like the sword of the Woman Warrior, is used as a 

means to a righteous end, she belongs to a group of women who are simultaneously 

glorified and vilified for their beauty: the Four Great Beauties (si da meinü 四大美女).51 

Beautiful enough to distract rulers and tyrants from their duties, these women are popular 

scapegoats. The violence incited by Diaochan's beauty and the violence committed by 

Mulan while dressed as a man are acceptable to society because they accord with 

patriarchal Confucianism: these actions are done at the direction of men and they 

reinforce gender norms.

Pu Songling's Chivalrous Woman doubly defies societal norms: like Diaochan she 

is very beautiful, but her beauty is not for others to use, and like Mulan she commits acts 

of violence, though she does so while performing the female gender.  Instead of working 

to restore order to society, the Chivalrous Woman works outside the law and kills her 

enemy in order to restore personal order.  Though unlike most female warriors, the 

Chivalrous Woman shares characteristics with the mysterious protagonist of the late Tang 

tale, “The Curly-Bearded Hero.”52  In addition to a propensity for carrying their enemy's 

head in a knapsack, the Chivalrous Woman and the hero both act for unknown reasons 

that are eventually revealed at the end of their stories.  Like the Bearded Hero, the 

51 Of the Four, Wang Zhaojun escapes vilification, as she was sent to the Northern Xiongnu peoples as a 
consort.  Still though, her beauty was in the service of the Empire.

52 Minford and Lau Anthology, pp1057-1063.  Centered around the discovery of the founder of the Tang 
Dynasty, this tale tells of an unnamed warrior who leaves the realm when he recognizes Li Shimin as 
the future Emperor.
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Chivalrous Woman disappears once her task is complete.  This abrupt departure of the 

hero indicates that they do not belong in society.  In the case of the Curly-Bearded Hero, 

this is because he is fated to conquer and become the leader of a different group of 

people.  In the case of the Chivalrous Woman, her reasons for departure are not as clear; 

on one hand, she has no family, and therefore has no place in Confucian society.  On the 

other hand, she has committed violent deeds in the darkness, beyond the morality of the 

social order.

The Intersection of Gender, Violence, and the Body

The issues of violence, gender, and embodiment discussed above all intersect in 

one particular episode of the tale: the altercation between the Chivalrous Woman and the 

fox-spirit.  Gender can be thought of as a spectrum of Yin and Yang, with Gu representing 

Yang and the Chivalrous Woman representing Yin.  The fox falls in between: he is yang 

in that he is male, but he is mostly yin due to the nature of his sexual relationship with Gu 

and because he is supernatural.53  In the same way that her pregnancy and childbirth 

emphasize her femininity, the fox spirit's sexual advances emphasize the Chivalrous 

Woman's yin-ness because he is a marginally yin character.

In Confucian culture, the patrilineal arrangement of families gave rise to anxiety 

over women's sexuality, namely their fidelity, which is what the fox-spirit references 

when he bursts into the room where the Chivalrous Woman and Gu are having sex.  The 

fox's sneering remark, “I've come to look at a chaste woman,” encapsulates 

Confucianism's contempt of sexual desire (especially women's desire), and the power 

granted to the male viewer by patriarchal society.  Angry that she denies him sexual 

53 Please see the Introduction for further explanation of Yin and Yang.
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access to her body that he feels entitled to, the fox attempts to shame her for violating 

Confucian principles.  His subsequent death by her hand is ripe with meaning.  As a 

symbol of male dominance over women and as a marginally yang character, her 

destruction of the fox is both a denial of the male gaze and an assertion of her own 

power: a mixture of yin and yang.  As stated above, the Chivalrous Woman, instead of 

being a passive object acted upon by men, is in control of her body and uses it to act upon 

men: seducing Gu, killing the fox spirit, and executing the man who ruined her family's 

life.  While the active nature of the Chivalrous Woman contrasts strongly with 

Confucianism's ideal “meek and mild” woman and places her outside of what is socially 

acceptable, she nevertheless reinforces societal norms.

In a different reading, her annihilation of the fox-spirit, who represents a hyper-

sensual threat to morality, is a restoration of the proper order.54  In this understanding of 

the tale, the Chivalrous Woman joins the ranks of other women warriors whose main 

purpose is to remedy a chaotic society by reinstating order according to Confucian 

principles (Edwards).  I propose that the murder of the fox-spirit is both a denial of male 

dominance over women and paradoxically an assertion of proper sexual mores.  The 

contradictory behavior of the Chivalrous Woman and her ambivalent relationship to the 

dominant Confucian discourse precludes a straightforward analysis.  Like the strange 

itself, a prominent feature of the Chivalrous Woman is that she is indefinable. 

Further Observations

The Chivalrous Woman's other violent deed is revealed at the end of the story, and 

54 Approaching the story through a Freudian psychoanalytic framework, Chiang argues that this is 
precisely the function of the Chivalrous Woman. Chapter 3, section V. “The Phallic Woman, the 
Castrated Man, and the Problem of Normative Gender Construction in 'A Woman Warrior'”
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followed by the author's comments.  Despite the shock of the ending (to Gu and the 

reader) the Historian of the Strange offers no comfort, only incongruous advice: “In order 

to keep a pleasure-boy, it is necessary that one's wife be a chivalrous woman.  Otherwise, 

while you are loving your fine young boar, he will be loving your brood-sow!”55  While 

on the surface it reflects a societal concern with the “protection” of women's sexuality 

(since the “brood-sow” is acted upon by the “fine young boar”), recalling that the 

interactions between the fox-spirit and the Chivalrous Woman led to the fox's murder, 

instead it seems implicitly critical of the problematic relationship between Gu and the 

fox.  This understanding accords with Chiang's reading of the Chivalrous Woman as a 

moral representative of the Confucian order and “proper” sexuality (that is, a lack of 

sexuality).  

Of course, his comments are not limited to one interpretation: the mood Pu creates 

is considerably lighter than the story, and the comments' crudeness contrasts sharply with 

the virtue of the Chivalrous Woman and the righteousness of her mission.  The Historian 

of the Strange avoids discussing the Chivalrous Woman at all, showing an unwillingness, 

or perhaps an inability, to define her.  The Chivalrous Woman's control over her own 

body (which is in direct opposition to societal norms) extends beyond the frame of the 

story, enabling her to resist not just the male character's attempts to dominate her but the 

author's authority as well.  Even more so than the Curly-Bearded Hero, the Chivalrous 

Woman ranges free in the realm of the unknown.

Resisting Convention

The Supernatural Woman

55 Mair, pg115.
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At the start of the story, “A Chivalrous Woman” appears to be one of the many 

stories featuring the “female spirit seduces human male” theme, common in zhiguai and 

chuanqi texts throughout the centuries and a recurring theme of the Liaozhai Zhiyi. 

Much like the ghost woman in Pu Songling's “Lotus Fragrance,” the Chivalrous Woman 

has “an icy aloofness about her,” though her “iciness” comes from her demeanor instead 

of her physical form.56  As the story progresses, her actions correspond with typical fox 

spirit behavior; like the foxes in Pu's “Lotus Fragrance” and “Fox-Fairy Jiaonuo” (both 

discussed in Chapter One), the Chivalrous Woman appears to have healing abilities. 

Unlike these foxes, though, her healing methods are not described in detail—the haziness 

around the process maintains the possibility that she is supernatural, while at the same 

time this deviation from other strange tales hints at the actuality that she is mundanely 

human.  Just as fox spirits, and most beings of the spirit world, the Chivalrous Woman 

carefully works to maintain a balance of reciprocity, or bao 报.  Just as the fox in Pu 

Songling's “Ritual Cleansing” returns to warn his friend of an impending disaster, thus 

paying the man back for his kindness, the Chivalrous Woman works in Gu's household in 

order to repay him for his kindness towards her and her mother.  Both the healing abilities 

and maintaining Bao seem to indicate that the Chivalrous Woman is a supernatural being, 

an impression that is not challenged until the story's end.57

The Human Woman

The strange tradition's “spirit seduces human” theme is a version of the romantic 

narrative scheme known as the Caizi-Jiaren 才子佳人 (Scholar-Beauty) romance, and in 

56 Mair, p106.
57 It can be argued, though, that it remains possible that she is supernatural even after the story ends... 

“Ritual Cleansing” can be found in Minford's translation, p121.
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“A Chivalrous Woman,” Pu Songling uses conventions from these romances as well as 

those of the strange to lead the reader towards certain expectations.  The Chivalrous 

Woman is conventionally introduced with emphasis on both her beauty and her single 

status, much like the women in the Caizi-jiaren romances.  In these stories, a young, 

ambitious, yet-to-be successful scholar finds himself drawn to a girl of incomparable 

beauty.  Usually their attraction is instant and mutual, like in the Xixiangji.  In this play 

Scholar Zhang falls in love at the first sight of the female lead, Oriole.  After overcoming 

considerable obstacles—such as an attack on the Temple (aimed at capturing Oriole) and 

Oriole's previously arranged betrothal to another man—the two lovers are together at the 

end.58  Based on prior experience with Caizi-Jiaren romances, the reader expects some 

kind of romantic relationship to develop between the girl and Scholar Gu.  Pu Songling 

counts on these expectations, setting them up only to knock them down.  Unlike the story 

leads the reader to believe, “A Chivalrous Woman” is not a romance; instead the story is 

about a strange and mysterious woman whose contradictory behavior and ambiguous 

sexuality make her impervious to romance and marriage.

Resisting Categorization

Though ostensibly belonging to the chuanqi genre due to its length and narrative 

style, the particular combination of adherence to and departure from literary conventions 

means that the tale sits uncomfortably in this, and any, literary category.  Like most 

chuanqi tales, themes, characters, and motifs of the strange act as a frame for the real 

story, which focuses on human interaction.  Even under these concessions, though, the 

58 Please note that the ending of the original Tang chuanqi is not a typical happy ending.  Allegedly 
autobiographical, the student eventually abandons Oriole and marries a woman chosen by his family.
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story remains strange.  Where many chuanqi tales about mysterious female characters 

emphasize how the character's humanity overrides her supernatural nature, as in “Miss 

Ren,” “Lady Yuan,” “Lotus Fragrance” and “The Laughing Girl,” “A Chivalrous 

Woman” features a female character whose apparent lack of warmth and humanity 

constitutes one of the tale's main mysteries.

The strangeness of “A Chivalrous Woman” arises in large part from the feeling of 

mystery that surrounds the protagonist enabled by the tale's limited perspective.  The tale 

is told from the male perspective of Scholar Gu, but as revealed when Gu visits her house 

one night to find her gone, the Chivalrous Woman's actions are not limited to his gaze or 

to the rules of society.  Her deeds take place at night, outside the yang realm of laws and 

social mores, and in the yin realm of the unknown.  In the tradition of the strange, telling 

the tale of a woman or female spirit from a man's point of view is very common; take for 

example the Tang tale “Sun Ko” and the Liaozhai tale “Lotus Fragrance.”  Like “A 

Chivalrous Woman,” in these stories the male characters are ignorant of the true identities 

or motives of the female characters whom the narratives center around.  For the most 

part, this ignorance does not extend to the reader: while Sun Ko may not know that his 

wife is an ape-spirit, the reader does; and while Sang (of “Lotus Fragrance”) seems 

oblivious to the magical nature of his lovers, it is clear to the reader that both women are 

supernatural beings.  Though told from a similar point of view, the narrative of “A 

Chivalrous Woman” (and its Tang predecessor “The Merchant's Widow” along with it) 

differs from these tales—and most other strange tales—in that the character's ignorance is 

extended to the reader.
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While this particular aspect contributes to the tale's uniqueness compared to other 

tales in the strange, it also means that the tale fits in quite nicely within Todorov's 

definition of the Fantastic.  This is highly unusual for the tradition of the Strange which, 

as Zeitlin explains, does not comply with the Todorovian schema because Chinese culture 

does not share the same assumptions at work in Todorov's theory.  Specifically, the 

Todorovian/Western idea that the reader must choose between a supernatural or a natural 

explanation does not occur in Chinese literature (Zeitlin 8).59  Almost inexplicably 

though, the strangeness of “A Chivalrous Woman” arises from the very elements that 

qualify it as (Todorov's) fantastic, which occurs when the reader and possibly the 

character hesitate between real and unreal explanations (Todorov 33).  Though the 

character Scholar Gu does not does not hesitate between supernatural and natural 

explanations (because he does not bother to question “why”), the reader does, in part 

because their perspective is limited to Scholar Gu's experience.

In closing, the tale of “A Chivalrous Woman” is strange in many ways.  On one 

hand, this is because it features a highly original depiction of a female character whose 

relationship to the dominant Confucian order is confounding and complex.  The lead 

character is unlike any literary characters before her: as a swordswoman capable of 

procreation, she is an amalgamation of extreme yin and extreme yang.  Where other 

fictional warriors either reinstate social order or act as a chaotic force, the Chivalrous 

Woman does both simultaneously.  The story itself, a reconstruction of a Tang dynasty 

tale, defies simple categorization.  As one of the most unusual stories in literature, 

though, “A Chivalrous Woman” is nothing if not strange.

59 See Introduction for further discussion of Todorov's theory and the Chinese tradition of the strange.
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Conclusion

Though working from an earlier tale, Pu Songling nevertheless has created a truly 

remarkable and subversive character in “A Chivalrous Woman.”  Unlike most strange 

writings, it is possible to apply Todorov's concept of the fantastic in this particular tale 

because much of its strangeness arises from the reader's inability to decide whether the 

Chivalrous Woman is human or a supernatural being.  As I have shown, Pu Songling's 

tale carries implicit criticism of the prescribed role of women in society as well as in 

literature.  His heroine, the Chivalrous Woman, resists Confucian societal roles, 

contradicts the familiar image of the woman warrior, and above all denies male control 

over her body; she even eludes Pu Songling himself.  

Pu Songling's stories reveal his deep love of the strange tradition, as well as a 

great empathy for characters who, like himself, were not fully recognized by society. 

Many of the Liaozhai's tales are about common people, such as unsuccessful scholars and 

merchants; this subject matter reflects one of the important things about the strange 

tradition's existence as an “alternative” history.  Pu's title, Historian of the Strange, recalls 

first century historian Sima Qian, who consciously developed a model for historical 

writing in his creation of the Shiji. While Sima Qian is considered to be the ultimate 

authority of historiography, Pu Songling sets himself up as the authority on classical 

strange tales. Pu questions some of the dominant ideas about proper literary divisions by 

mixing the “historical” zhiguai accounts with the “fictional” chuanqi tales, playing upon 

the supposed distinction between history and fiction, transmission and creation.

The Liaozhai Zhiyi is truly unique—it is both an homage and a challenge to the 
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tradition of the strange.  With a perspective on a thousand years of tales, (thanks in large 

part to the Taiping Guangji), Pu Songling reconstructed, renovated and reinvigorated 

many earlier tales as well as adding his own to the tradition.  In “Planting Pears,” he 

retains the basic storyline of the Soushenji account, but shifts the focus of the story from 

the beggar's magic to the merchant's miserliness.  His tales “Fox-fairy Jiaonuo” and 

“Lotus Fragrance” work against reader's expectations of strange tales: the scholar in 

“Jiaonuo” becomes part of a family of foxes, the opposite of most strange tales, where a 

spirit woman moves into the realm of human beings.  Pu turns the conventional romance 

on its head in “Lotus Fragrance” by telling the story of the blossoming friendship 

between a scholar's two supernatural lovers, as opposed to a typical storyline about a 

romance between the scholar and a beautiful spirit.  Just as the Tang writers pulled 

strange elements from the zhiguai accounts to frame their tales that examine human 

relationships, Pu Songling incorporates plotlines, themes, and motifs of the strange 

tradition into his tales, creating new characters against the norms of the strange.

One strikingly large gap in the western scholarship of Pu Songling is that fewer 

than two hundred of the Liaozhai's tales have been translated into English; the majority of 

his tales have yet to be translated.  A translation of the entire text would not only provide 

English speakers with a wealth of beautifully crafted strange stories, but would also allow 

a reading of the tales in the context of the collection.  With a translation of the entire text, 

western undergraduate students like myself (whose Chinese is not advanced enough to 

read the original classical texts) could embark on many types of in-depth studies, such as 

analyzing the order of the tales, common themes, recurring motifs, and authorial 
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comments.  Additionally, a translation of the main commentaries that circulated with the 

early editions of the collection would lend insight into the minds of Qing literati.  For a 

future scholar like myself, the ideal translation would include an ample number of 

references, drawing the reader towards important allusions to other literature within the 

texts.60

I would like to further explore Pu Songling's characterizations of female 

characters.  Does Pu Songling have a clear agenda to give women a voice?61  From what I 

have read, it seems that Pu does in fact have a sympathetic and progressive attitude 

towards women, especially when his tales are compared to the treatment of female 

characters throughout literature.  In most traditional literature female characters are an 

eroticized Other, reflecting the socio-sexual anxiety of the male literati writers and 

readers (Chiang 87); Pu's tales, along with a handful of other texts like The Story of the  

Stone, complicate this vision of women.  For instance, instead of telling the familiar story 

of the evil female succubi, Pu Songling's “female spirit seduces human male” tales often 

feature bright, interesting spirit-women who contrast starkly with their uninteresting 

lovers.

While there is a great distance in time, space, and culture between Pu Songling 

and myself, a twenty-first century female American college student, this distance is not 

insurmountable.  As a woman, I have experienced and will continue to experience various 

forms of oppression similar to, (and yet vastly different from), the female characters in 

the Liaozhai Zhiyi.  “A Chivalrous Woman” has always intrigued and excited me, I now 
60 As evidenced by the abundance of footnotes in my thesis, reading the Liaozhai with an understanding of 

its context is very important to me.
61 As in Cao Xueqin's Story of the Stone, where the narrator urges the reader to contemplate the motives 

and action of the novel's female characters.
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know this is because of her unwavering dedication to her cause, and her skillful evasion 

of societal roles.  Current events in the US had a great influence on me while I was 

writing my analysis.  One reason I strongly emphasize her control over her own body was 

no doubt related to the renewed attacks on abortion rights by many in the government and 

society of the US.  Nowadays, this attempt to control women's bodies is coded as a 

religious cause, but its ties to our culture's dominant patriarchal ideology are undeniable. 

This is where Pu Songling's depictions of women are relevant to current scholars like 

myself: many of his characters resist an even more oppressively patriarchal society where 

women had little public voice.  They offer perspective, and they offer hope.
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Glossary

baihua 白话

bao 报
chang 常
Chuanqi 传奇

Chen Xuanyou 陈玄祐

Confucius (kongzi) 孔子 (551-479BCE)
cuzhi 促织 “Cricket”
Du Fu 杜甫 (712-770) Tang Dynasty Poet
Feng Menglong  冯梦龙 (1574-1646) Ming Dynasty Vernacular writer
Gan Bao 干宝 (fl. 315 CE) Six Dynasties Period, compiler of Soushenji
guai 怪
gurenqi 贾人妻 “The Merchant's Widow”
guwen 古文

Han Yu  韩愈 (768-824)
Ji Yun 纪昀 (1724-1805) writer of  Yuewei caotang biji
Jiandeng Xinhua  剪灯新话

Li Bai 李白 (706-762)
Li Fuyan 李复言 (Tang)
Li He 李贺 (791-817)
Liaozhai Zhiyi 聊斋志异

Liaozhai Zizhi 聊斋自志 

Lunyu 论语 The Analects
Lu Xun 鲁迅 (1881-1936)
Mencius (Mengzi) 孟子

Mudan Ting  牡丹亭

pianwen 骈文 

Pu Songling 蒲松龄 (1640-1715)
qi 奇
Qu Yuan 屈原 (ca. 340-278BCE)
Qu You 瞿佑 (1347-1433)
Shiji 史记 Records of the Grand Historian
Shuihuzhuan 水浒传 The Water Margin
Siku Quanshu 四库全书 Complete Library of Four Treasuries
Sima Qian 司马迁 (ca. 145-85BCE)
Soushenji 搜神记 In Search of the Supernatural
Su Shi 苏轼 (1037-1101)
Taishigong 太史公
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Taishigong Yue 太史公曰

Tang Xianzu 汤显祖

tong 同
wenyan 文言

Xia Nu 侠女 “A Chivalrous Woman”
xiaoshuo 小说

Xixiang Ji 西厢记 Story of the Western Wing
Xue Yongrou 薛用弱 “Merchant's Widow” author
Yuan Zhen 元稹 (779-831)
yi 异
Yishi 异史 Historian of the Strange
Yishishi yue 异史氏曰

yue 曰
Yuewei caotang biji  阅微草堂笔记 Random Jottings at the Cottage of Close Scrutiny 
zheng 正
zhi 志
Zhiguai 志怪

Zhongli 种梨 “Planting Pears”
“Zhi Wozhe, qizai qinglin heicai jianhu?”  知我者，其在青林黑塞间乎? 

“Are the only ones who know me 'in the green wood and on the dark frontier'?”
Zhuangzi 庄子 (Warring States Period)
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